
ORBITZ CAPABILITY
MAINTENANCE SERVICES



At Orbitz Elevators, we are experts in supply, installation, maintenance, repair and modernisation of

elevators and escalators Australia wide and off-shore. We differentiate our services by eliminating the

known pain points within the industry.

We are committed to the provision of high quality services on behalf of our clients and take pride in

our professionalism and integrity within the Elevator Industry. With over 600 years collective industry

experience, our organisation has a proven capacity to provide knowledgeable and experienced

personnel for our complete range of products and services.

We have illustrated our business capability within this documentation for your review and we trust

that this detailed information provides you with the confidence that Orbitz Elevators can successfully

carry out the maintenance of your assets well into the future.

Should you have any queries relating to our business capability or require further information, please

do not hesitate to contact myself directly on 1300 851 554.

Alan Younger

 

National Business                                     
Development Manager 

Orbitz Elevators Pty Ltd
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THE ORBITZ DIFFERENCE
100% AUSTRALIAN OWNED & OPERATED
Orbitz Elevators is proudly 100% Australian owned and operated. Based in Southport Queensland, we 
support local businesses and the prosperity of our Australian economy.

UNIQUE TRANSITION PROCESS
The Orbitz Transition Process is a unique comprehensive procedure we implement for customers 
transitioning contracts to Orbitz Elevators. We go above and beyond and proactively prepare ourselves 
for the commencement of our obligations. We provide our customers a unique process enabling them to 
follow every stage of the transition.

CONDITION REPORTING
We continuously inspect and provide elevator condition reports. Our communication is proven within 
the industry and we closely monitor our customer’s assets in order to prevent unexpected elevator 
malfunctions from occurring. We maximise the performance and lifecycle of our client’s elevators.

QUALITY 10 STEP QUICK AUDIT
Our Quality 10 Step Quick Audit is a process designed to monitor and evaluate the performance of our 
maintenance service teams assuring our customer’s assets are being maintained ‘The Orbitz Way’. We 
complete these inspections within 30 minutes, minimising disruption to the building’s traffic.

SPARE PARTS STRATEGY
We proactively order and stock genuine, generic, common and uncommon elevator components specific 
to our client’s elevators. Our Spare Parts Strategy is designed to maximise efficiency and to avoid repair 
delays when our customers’ elevators require urgent attention.

COMMUNICATION/PERSONALISED SERVICES
Communication with our customers is a core value of ours and has proven to be one of our greatest 
strengths. We provide personalised services and treat each client as a partnership and continuously work 
together to maximise the lifecycle of our customers assets.

TECHNICAL DIVERSITY
With over 400 years’ collective experience working with major elevator companies from around the 
world, our team of experts are capable of professionally maintaining any model of elevators or escalators 
Australia wide and Offshore.

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
Orbitz Elevators offer flexible maintenance solutions. We understand that client requirements vary and 
we are open to negotiate flexible solutions to meet equipment, budgetary and business needs.
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MOVING PEOPLE WITH PROFESSIONALISM
At Orbitz Elevators, our business philosophy is delivering high quality services to our customers with

integrity and professionalism. Through strategic recruitment, training and development programs, we

have established a business with a powerful team culture all sharing the same vision, values and goals

of the organisation. Every employee at Orbitz Elevators thoroughly understands the critical

importance of delivering professionalism to our clients and how it makes our business unique and

differentiated within the industry.

We trust that our Capability Statement addresses your requirements and provides you with sufficient

information to make a valued assessment. Should you have any further enquiries, please do not

hesitate to contact myself for further discussion.

Our vision
“To deliver the Orbitz Elevators Experience”

Our Mission
“The Orbitz Experience” by ensuring at the heart of our identity and culture is an absolute 

commitment to exceed our customers need and expectations.

Jonathan Dwayre 

 

Managing Director

Orbitz Elevators Pty Ltd



CORE VALUES
PROFESSIONALISM
Professionalism is made up of responsibility, work ethic, demeanour, accountability, quality and collaboration all 
playing a vital role in delivering the Orbitz Experience to our external and internal clients. 

HONESTY
Honesty is to openly communicate, display transparency, show respect to others, provide equality and fairness 
and have no prejudice or bias towards any of our valued customers and employees so that everyone can enjoy 
the Orbitz Experience.

VISIONARY 
Visionary is to listen and share all our common beliefs and senses of the Orbitz Purpose. This creates a sense of 
belonging to all Orbitz employees within the organisation driving the Orbitz Experience for our clients. 

EMPATHY 
Empathy is to gather a good understanding of others needs and requirements. It is extremely important to us 
that the Orbitz Experience exceeds our customers’ needs and expectations as well as providing the required 
support our employees need. 

INTEGRITY 
Integrity is one of our core values that drives the Orbitz Experience. It is derived by commitment, trust, loyalty 
and reliability. We strive on building and developing long lasting relationships with both our internal and external 
customers. 

POSITIVITY
Positivity is having a strong-minded attitude to help an individual succeed even in the most difficult 
circumstances. The Orbitz Experience is made up of positive characteristics that help motivate and drive our 
business forward. 

TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
Transformational Leadership is a special type of leadership that changes the status quo by appealing to the values 
and beliefs of employees. Transformational Leadership also motivates our employees to become leaders in their 
own capacity and inspire them to be active in change initiative which is a critical factor in delivering the Orbitz 
Experience.

CORE COMPETENCIES 
   Superior Customer Service

   Flexibility all round within the organisation from contracts to 3rd party maintenance equipment
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ORBITZ ELEVATORS
Orbitz Elevators is proudly 100% Australian owned and operated, we support local businesses and the

prosperity of our Australian economy. Orbitz Elevators entered the Australian and offshore market

quickly changing people’s perception of elevator service providers. We are doing this by simply

standing by our promises and providing our client with superb value for money. We personalise our

services and focus on developing long lasting clientele relationships.

Orbitz Elevators continues to rapidly grow within the industry and we embrace any opportunities

presented to our continually growing portfolio. We are proud to have several key personnel including

senior management and team members who have previously been associated with various major

elevator companies from around the world. Together, we have over 600 years collective experience!

Through research and customer surveys, we understand the known customer pain points within the

industry. We capitalise on these pain points and provide services catering customer needs and

requirements. Our reputation continues to strengthen within the market and we are becoming a

recognised force for exceeding customer expectations. Make the switch today and experience the

Orbitz Difference.
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ORBITZ ELEVATORS BUSINESS AWARDS
gold coast business excellence awards

Professions and Business Services Award September Winner 2018
Professions and Business Services Award Winner 2018
Emerging Business of the Year Winner 2017
Emerging Business Award October Winner 2017

AUSTRALIAN business awards
Business Excellence Award Winner 2018
Service Excellence Award Winner 2018
Customer Experience Management Award Winner 2018
Brand Management Award Winner 2018
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gold coast YOUNG ENTREPRENEUR OF THE YEAR awards
Jonathan Dwayre - Gold Coast Young Entrepreneur Of The Year Award Winner 2018
Orbitz Elevators - Specialist Services Category Award Winner 2018
Over 100 Finalists

QUEENSLAND TELSTRA business awards
Medium & Making Waves Business Award 2018
Telstra Business Awards Queensland Finalist 2018
Only 6 Finalists were selected amongst 10,000 applicants in Queensland for 2018
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ernst & YOUNG ENTREPRENEUR OF THE YEAR awards
Ernst & Young Entrepreneur Of The Year Award Queensland Finalist 2018
Orbitz Elevators was nominated by the Commonwealth Bank of Australia
Only 10 Finalists were selected in Queensland for 2018
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OPERATIONAL STRATEGY
NBN SOLUTIONS 
With the introduction of the NBN system to buildings in Australia, compliance for elevator phones

require some applications with different solutions to the standard telephone line connection. Elevator

phones are required to work in the event of power failures. To ensure this requirement is met, Orbitz

Elevators can supply and install a non-proprietary 4G & 5G wireless gateway solutions into the lift

system when the NBN is rolled out into your centres. This is essentially a mobile phone system for the

elevator. Orbitz Elevators can supply a Sim Card with a reputable Telco and manage phone call

charges in the ongoing maintenance agreement. By providing this service, Orbitz Elevators is taking

the worry and responsibility away from our customers giving them a piece of mind.
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Workplace Health & Safety 
Safety within Orbitz Elevators is of paramount importance. 

Workplace Health & Safety practices is the highest priority 

for all our employees when working on site. Our policy is 

to ensure that every employee works in an environment 

where direct efforts are made to prevent accidents, injury 

from foreseeable work hazards. All Orbitz employees have

undertaken extensive safety training programs ensuring they are in compliance with current Workplace 

Health & Safety regulations when performing their duties. Our Operations Management team conduct 

regular Toolbox Talks with all employees in which safety topics, site hazards and incident reports are 

discussed. We continuously communicate with our staff to promote a safe work environment that 

embraces sound industrial relations and philosophies.

“As a family, Orbitz Elevators takes great care in protecting the ones we love. We started 4 years ago

with just one man in a van, now Jonathan our Managing Director has grown the business to having

over 70 employees. With such growth, it is vital that we keep ahead in the elevator & escalator

industry. We do this through continuous training of staff in all areas. I started part-time around 2.5

years ago as the National Safety Manager for Orbitz Elevators, over that time, Jonathan and I build a

relationship and a vision were we wanted a culture built that safety was not an extra but a habit. Now

Orbitz Elevators do just that, safety is embedded in our core values and culture and is norm in our

everyday work, we face up to how we can improve and become the leaders in the industry.

We have started verification of competency (VOC)

across the business. We have built warden stations and

trained our staff as wardens and senior wardens. Our

team has completed Working at Heights, Dogman,

Intermediate Rigger, First Aid and CPR LVR training.

Safety for Orbitz is not just part of our job. It’s a habit

not an extra, not a burden. We have built Orbitz

Elevators to be different, we are not just work colleges,

we are family and family looks after each other.”
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CM3 SAFETY ACCREDITATION
Cm3 is a web based OHS/WHS prequalification system, which enables Orbitz Elevators to demonstrate 

our health and safety capabilities to our current and potential clients. Cm3 prequalification consists 

of auditing insurances as well as a comprehensive assessment of our safety systems and SWIMS. This 

assessment is completed by OHS/WHS specialists from Greencap, one of Australia’s leading specialists 

in health and safety risk management. We have obtained full safety certificates and qualifications from 

CM3 since the establishment of Orbitz Elevators. It is our duty of care to deliver a service in full safety 

compliance and to ensure the safest work environment possible for the public, our clients and our 

employees.
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UNIQUE TRANSITION PROCESS
For every new customer, Orbitz Elevators implement a 

comprehensive maintenance transition plan to ensure our clients 

are completely aware of our scope of work and schedules prior 

to the commencement of our contract obligations. Our team of 

professionals collaborate with our clients and commit to times which 

best suit the traffic and movements of the building. 

Each building added to our service portfolio will be provided with an

information pack which is a hard copy folder containing details 

about Orbitz Elevators, contacts of key personnel, equipment

information, as well as 24/7 emergency procedures. The information  

 contained within this folder can be tailored to suit any specific client 

requirements. Upon request, client inductions can be completed by all Orbitz staff members, this will 

ensure that there are no delays when our services commence on site.

 Orbitz Elevators complete in depth audits of our customers elevators prior to our contracted 

obligations at no extra cost. These comprehensive audits are unique within the industry and 

demonstrates our professionalism and attention to detail. Our proactive auditing strategy is simply 

designed to bring our customers elevators up to the Orbitz Standard prior to the commencement of

our services. This enables our Operations department to review our extensive spare part stock levels 

and adjust if necessary, this is also known as our Orbitz Spare Parts Strategy. 

The second stage of the auditing process will provide our 

clients a clear understanding of their elevator equipment in its 

current condition. Reports and photographs will be provided 

to our customers for every audit and inspection. Hard copies 

of these reports will be kept on site and electronic copies will 

be available through our cloud based client portal. Condition 

Reports are provided with ratings of high, medium and low 

representing the level of importance

12
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from a safety perspective. Our proactive condition reporting is designed to assist our clients with 

budgeting for any forecasted repairs or upgrades. Our reports will be systematically updated 

throughout the course of the agreement. Full adjustments and a thorough clean down of machine 

rooms, pits and all elevator equipment will take place prior to our obligations and for every 

maintenance service visit.

BEFORE ORBITZ ELEVATORS                                                      AFTER ORBITZ ELEVATORS

Astor Metropole Apartments

Synergy Broadbeach

BEFORE ORBITZ ELEVATORS                                                      AFTER ORBITZ ELEVATORS
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Quality 10 step quick audit
Our Quality 10 Step Quick Audit is a process unique to Orbitz 

Elevators where our Operations  Management Team conduct

ongoing inspections for our customer’s assets in addition to

regular maintenance service visits. This quick auditing strategy

is designed to monitor and evaluate the performance of our

maintenance service teams ensuring our customers are

receiving only the highest quality of services. Our Operations

Management Team consistently communicate and provide

feedback to our technicians assuring our clients assets are 

being maintained ‘The Orbitz Way’. With an efficient process 

put in place, our Quality Audit takes no longer than 30 

minutes to be completed. We have strategically designed 

this quick procedure to minimise disruption to the building’s traffic whilst professionally monitoring 

our customer’s assets maximising safety and performance for passengers. During the Audit, we 

inspect elevator attributes such as safety features, door operation, quality of lift ride, as well general 

housekeeping and more. We keep our promises to our clients and ensure the services carried out by 

our technicians are consistently delivered with absolute quality and professionalism.

Quality 10 Step Quick Audit Report



SIMPRO CLIENT PORTAL
At Orbitz Elevators, we believe that communication is key to a successful relationship with our

customers. We incorporate advanced software’s to keep our clients informed and updated of all jobs

carried out by our Orbitz technicians. A service report is completed for each site visit for maintenance

carried out or a call is being attended. All Orbitz Elevators service reports have a Mandatory Risk

Assessment which must be completed by all technicians on each visit to site, this highlights any areas

of risk that the service mechanic should be reminded of whilst carrying out the site attendance. Our

clients can also access information and documentation of the following list;

Scheduled Jobs

Date of Attendance

Service reports

Risk assessments

Invoices

Quotes

All client sites/assets

SimPro Connect Portal
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SimPRO Connect
Simpro Connect is what makes our business efficient. It’s remotely accessible and keeps our

technicians connected with the head office 24 hours a day, 7 days a week enabling faster decision

making. Orbitz technicians can update their times, materials, job details, findings and even photos

whilst on site. This assists in maintaining our high level of service as it enables us to easily

communicate with our technicians on the field enhancing productivity and operational flow.  

24/7 availability
Our team at Orbitz Elevators are always on high alert awaiting customer calls from our head office.

Customer call outs after business hours are handled by our Australian based 24/7 call centre who

engage professionally trained staff to handle incoming calls which at times could be from distressed

passengers entrapped in an elevator. Our call centre staff have all been trained with processes that

can assist prior to the technician arriving on-site without compromising the safety of passengers. We

have Service Managers and technicians readily available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Our

performance warranty still applies after hours in which we will attend call outs and emergencies

within our fast response times.

SimPRO Connect Portal Example
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PERFORMANCE WARRANTY
Orbitz Elevators is proud to stand by our contracted response times which are based on the industry

standard response times. We are dedicated to ensuring these response times are achieved with all

our valued clients. Firstly, we ensure that each unit in our portfolio receives a minimum of one-hour

comprehensive maintenance on each scheduled visit.

In the event that an elevator does stop for whatever reason our response times are listed as below;

which are guaranteed; in the unlikely event a response time is not achieved we would apply a 5%

credit on the next invoice. Orbitz Elevators are committed to their customers and provide the

following performance standards.

RESPONSE TIMES TO PASSENGER ENTRAPMENTS
Normal Hours: 30 mins

After Hours: 50 mins

RESPONSE TIMES TO EQUIPMENT STOPPAGES – FAULT CALLS
Normal Hours: 60 mins

After Hours: 120 mins
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AUSTRALIA WIDE & OFFSHORE
Our rapidly growing portfolio extends right across Australia as well as offshore locations such as Port

Moresby in Papua New Guinea. Being an Australian owned and established business, our mission is to

provide the best customer experience within the vertical transportation industry. This business model

has driven significant growth for Orbitz Elevators with a vision to become Australia’s largest elevator

service provider. Our clients continue to trust our organisation which has contributed to our

significant growth over the last couple years.
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Our Commitment to The Environment
Orbitz Elevators ensures all services are in full compliance with relevant environmental legislative

requirements. From the materials we use, our waste disposal methods, through to our energy saving

product technology. We are committed to minimise our impact on the environment.

One of our operational policies we have in place is to ensure that we only source environmentally

sustainable products and distribute these to our customers. Our products are designed and

manufactured in accordance with the most modern and sustainable production processes.

Our elevators are manufactured using a special high strength steel which is light in weight enhancing

energy savings. Mainly galvanized components are used to manufacture our lifts which minimises the

use of paints and enables a lower consumption of steel per lift. Orbitz products use permanent

magnet gear-less motors which has a much lower energy consumption rate in comparison to your

conventional traction motor. Additional environmentally sustainable features standard to our

products also include the smart Stand-By-Mode and the use of energy efficient LED lighting. When the

elevators are not occupied, the lifts enter the smart Stand-By-Mode, drastically reducing energy

consumption years on end.

At Orbitz Elevators, we are always evolving and adapting to advanced technological changes, we

continue to deliver industry leading elevators and we believe that environmental sustainability will

lead to a prosperous future for the industry.



CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
ROTARY CLUB CHARITY GOLF DAY 
Supporting and contributing towards our social community is something Orbitz Elevators is very

passionate about. The last four years we have been major sponsors for the Annual Hope Island Rotary

Club Charity Golf Day. Orbitz Elevators is yet again the major sponsors for 2018 charity golf day which

is held every year to help raise funds for The Rotary Foundation, Malaria Vaccine Project, Act For Kids,

Domestic Violence Prevention

Centre and The Gold Coast

Project for Homeless Youth.

We are very proud sponsors of

this event and we will

continue to support this

fantastic organisation and the

positive impact it is having on

our Gold Coast community.

GOLD COAST TITANS PARTNERSHIP 
Orbitz Elevators are also proud partners of the Gold Coast Titans NRL team. In 2018, we were naming

right major sponsors for the half time mini-league which support the youth and children of our future

NRL players. We provide our dependable support to our younger NRL generation on the Gold Coast

by ensuring the mini-league and the youth of the NRL have sufficient resources to help train and

develop our young Gold Coast athletes.

Orbitz Elevators have recently signed

major Sponsorship deals with the Titans

for 2019 in which our Orbitz Logo will be

displayed on all Titans Apparel and

Souvenirs including the game jersey’s!

Being a Gold Coast company, we could be

prouder to support our Gold Coast Titans!
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GuLF PROVENCE SPORTS TRUST
Orbitz Elevators are also proudly major sponsors of the Gulf Isou (Seagulls) National Rugby League

team over in Papua New Guinea (PNG)! It was their inaugural season this year and we are very proud

to have supported their team and sports trust financially to be able to make it possible. Orbitz

Elevators is making a huge difference over in PNG and we are creating more job opportunities for the

locals over there and supporting community organisations in need in order to make a difference.

There is currently a significant

unemployment rate in Papua

New Guinea and we are

extremely privileged to be able

to support the community

over in PNG by creating more

job opportunities.

SPORTING WHEELIES DISabled association
Another fantastic non-for-profit organisation Orbitz Elevators support is the Sporting Wheelies and

Disabled Association. The Sporting Wheelies and Disabled Association has been helping

Queenslanders with a disability to lead active, healthy lives and achieve their sporting dreams since

1977. They are Queensland’s peak body for sport, recreation and fitness for people with a physical

disability or vision impairment. Their mission is to enhance the lives of people with a disability through

community engagement and education, sport and healthy activity. Orbitz Elevators participated in the

2018 Corporate Challenge Tournament

in which we went up against tough

competitors from other supporting

organisations. We battled it out playing

Paralympic sports such as Wheelchair

Basketball, Boccia and Goalball and we

won the overall 2018 Corporate

Challenge Tournament and we took

home the Championship Trophy!
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management team
We believe by incorporating strategic recruitment procedures such as behavioural attribute testing

and questionnaires, ensures our employees are compatible with our business culture, ethics and core

values. We continuously conduct performance appraisals for staff members, ensuring their

performance is maintained at the Orbitz standard all year round. We are a technically diverse

organisation with over 600 years collective experience providing a wealth of third party knowledge.

We are capable of professionally servicing any model of elevators, escalators and Moving Walkways

Australia wide and offshore. Meet our executive team!
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JONATHAN DWAYRE - MANAGING DIRECTOR 
Mr Jonathan Dwayre has over 22 years’ experience within the elevator

industry which commenced in 1996 when helping his dedicated father with

his elevator business in the North-West region of the United Kingdom.

Jonathan gained valuable technical and life skills through his father’s business

where he grew from an ambitious apprentice, to an experienced Elevator Engineer and eventually

leading him to a career path as a professional executive. Thereafter, Jonathan joined Jackson Lifts as

the repair Manager for the next four years. At the age of 27, Jonathan’s passion to succeed was

realised when relocating to Australia where he became a contractor for Otis Elevators. Three years

later, Jonathan was craving for career advancement and accepted a senior role as a Technical Support

Manager at Schindler Lifts New Zealand in which he pursued for the following three years. Being an

astute business person, Jonathan quickly identified gaps in the Australian elevator market soon

realising his dreams with Orbitz Elevators to become a reality within the Australian market. Following

Jonathans move back to Australia for the second time, he now manages and directs Orbitz Elevators

which has significantly grown to become a multimillion dollar business. Amongst all, Jonathan is

currently undertaking his Masters Degree in Business Administration (MBA).
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DEBBIE WENTWORTH – BUSINESS MANAGER 
As the Business Manager at Orbitz Elevators, Debbie Wentworth is responsible 

for maintaining and monitoring our professional business structure and 

efficient processes. She has gained a wealth of knowledge working with both 

corporate and small businesses along with owning her own IT business. Debbie

has gained over 20 years’ experience working in a variety of roles specialising in information 

technology, customer service and business management. She understands the importance of business 

systems and processes and applies her skills and knowledge to enhance structure and simplicity for 

Orbitz Elevators and our valued customers. She is extremely passionate about customer service and is 

committed to delivering professional results exceeding client expectations.

GEOFF GATEHOUSE – NATIONAL OPERATIONS MANAGER 
Geoff Gatehouse has over 15 years of experience in the lift industry covering  

the Modernisation, Service and Installation factions. Geoff has worked with  

some of Australia’s largest property owners and builders to deliver projects and 

services, with the aim to exceed customers and end user’s expectations. 

Geoff is a highly skilled professional who holds a Master’s Degree in Business Administration (MBA). 

As the National Operations Manager, Geoff will work with each local team to ensure resources and 

systems are in place to deliver “The Orbitz Experience” with professionalism, no matter how large or 

small the operation.  

BARRIE ERICKSON – CONSTRUCTION MANAGER 
Barrie Erickson is an elevator professional with over 10 years’ experience 

within the elevator industry. Barrie has previously worked with Kone across the 

UK as a Project Manager since 2007. Throughout his 6 years at Kone, he was 

extremely successful in his role and managed several high profile multi-million 

pound projects. He has exceptional time management skills and proactively manages projects 

maximising efficiency. Barrie is passionate about delivering exceptional customer service and ensuring 

his customers encounter a positive experience.



JASON CAHILL – NSW & VIC OPERATIONS MANAGER 
Jason Cahill is a highly respected vertical transportation professional who has

held numerous Senior Executive roles across Australia and South East Asia

working with some of the largest lift companies in the world. His previous roles

include the Director of New Installation Operations of South East Asia, National

Operations Manager of Australia, ACT & NSW Branch Manager as well as Project & Construction

Manager. He is a proven leader capable of conveying strong direction, reaching all stakeholders. He is

a customer focused executive, diligent towards success and client satisfaction.  

HILTON ROBERTS – QLD SERVICE MANAGER 
Mr Hilton Roberts has 30 plus years’ experience in the elevator industry which

commenced working for Schindler in New Zealand. Hilton also moved to

Australia initially working for Liftronic in Sydney for two years gaining a wealth

of experience with the product Liftronic were installing at the time and various

third-party equipment. Hilton and his family eventually relocated to the Queensland where he took 

up a senior position with City Elevators in the capacity of technical support for third party elevator 

equipment which City Elevators specialised in. City Elevators was acquired by ThyssenKrupp Elevators

where Hilton was promoted as the new Gold Coast Area Manager. Hilton has strong procurement

skills with the ability to source replacement components with ease from any number of our global

suppliers in a timely manner when required.

ADRIAN OCKFORD – NATIONAL SAFETY MANAGER 
Adrian is a technically astute safety specialist who possess experience and

proven ability in implementing and monitoring Health, Safety, Security and

Environment (HSSE) systems and practices, and in contributing to analysis and

reporting of HSSE performance and strategic initiatives. Skilled in

communication, negotiation and influence, he provides expert advice to management on all aspects

of HSSE and drive the achievements of a robust organisational safety culture.
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ALAN YOUNGER – NATIONAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 
Alan Younger has over 45 years’ experience in the elevator industry

throughout Australia and overseas. He brings a significant wealth of knowledge

and experience to Orbitz Elevators. Alan has worked in senior executive

positions locally and in Asia and has a passion to drive customer satisfaction

based on high quality installations and maintenance services. As the National Business Development

Manager, Alan will work to build a team committed to delivering our customer’s needs and

requirements driving growth and development for Orbitz Elevators.  

BARRY CALLAGHAN – BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 
Barry started out his working career with Wild Industries, a major supplier of

all elevator components to elevator companies nationally and off shore. After

ten years as a senior estimator with Wild Industries, Barry was given the

opportunity to work with Advance Lifts covering several roles from estimating

to project management. In 2008, Barry left Advance Lifts to pursue a career with a major elevator

company, Barry was responsible for the Contracts Manager and Queensland Service Sales Manager

where Barry’s talents could be capitalised on. In 2015 Barry joined Orbitz Elevators to expand the

Maintenance sector of the business.

GRAHAM HUNTER – BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 
Graham has over 30 years’ experience within the building industry. He is a

sales professional and has previously worked for major elevator companies

such as Kone and ThyssenKrupp. This experience has in recent years been

successful in supporting the elevator industry. Graham’s role is to help grow

and develop the new installations sector of the business, he will offer developers and commercial

builders, full technical assistance in designing and developing the best vertical transportation solution.

Graham is passionate about the hands-on approach, meeting new customers and providing his

existing clients his dependable support.
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COLIN INGLIS – BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER 
Colin has over 30 years’ experience within the elevator industry. He started his

career as an apprentice with Otis then perused his career with Dover Elevators

before it was acquired by Thyssenkrupp Elevators. He has been extremely

successful in various roles such as a Technician, Area Manager, QLD Service

Manager, minor and major Modernisation Sales, as well as Code Compliance. He has a wealth of

knowledge in all aspects of the lift industry deeming him a highly skilled professional within the

industry. Colin is passionate about delivering quality service and sharing his knowledge with his clients

helping them achieve their business targets and goals. 

DANIEL CHAMBERS – BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER (SUNSHINE COAST) 
Daniel Chambers has over 18 years’ experience within the elevator industry in

which for 13 years he managed his own business. An experienced professional

in all aspects of lift sales with a strong passion in developing long lasting

clientele relationships. Daniel will play a vital role in the growth and

development of Orbitz Elevators in the Sunshine Coast region.

DARREN EDWARDS – BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER (WA) 
Darren Edwards is a vertical transportation specialist who has managed

countless high-profile projects on an international spectrum. Darren has

worked in in all aspects of the job, from operations to sales and business

development, he has worked with some of the largest elevator companies in

the world. Darren’s previous role was head of operations in Bangkok Thailand. Darren will play a

significant role in the growth and development of Orbitz Elevators in Western Australia. His extensive

knowledge on operations and and business development will be of significant value to our clients and

customers as they can rely on his knowledge and dependable support.

Darren is passionate about customer satisfaction and strives to exceed customer expectations by

providing professional vertical transportation advise and solutions.
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LUKAS MARNEROS – BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER (NSW) 
Lukas Marneros has over 18 years’ experience within the industry. He has

specialised in Business Development Management from the age of 18 where

he has held various senior national management roles within a large lift

company for the past 13 years. Lukas was responsible for all major projects,

key clients and securing exclusive multi-million dollar projects recently including the Sydney Harbour

Bridge (Step Free Access) and Level Crossing Removal Projects with the Victoria Rail. His customer

focus, and enthusiasm for his clients and their projects combined with exceptional organisational

skills, has always been the driving force behind his prior successes.

GARY DOOLEY – BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER (VIC) 
Gary Dooley began his career working in elevator installation and maintenance

with West of Ireland Lifts. Following this, he decided to reskill and pursue his

passion of sales. He returned to education gaining qualifications in public

relations, sales and marketing. Gary has since worked in Business Development

Management, now having over 8 years of experience in the field working across wholesale,

construction and IT industries. Gary prides himself on his integrity, reliability, and customer centric

approach. He believes in the importance of building strong working relationships with customers to

ensure continued customer satisfaction. 

DAVE MCGREGOR – BRANCH MANAGER (VIC) 
Dave McGregor has over 25 years’ experience within the elevator industry and

has a very broad knowledge in all aspects of the job, from having profound

knowledge in technical support, to a professional advisor. He has previously

worked in senior positions with some of the largest lift companies within the

industry. Dave is passionate about sharing his knowledge to his clients and helping them achieve the

best possible outcome. He will play a major role in the growth of Orbitz Elevators within Victoria.
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CRAIG TAYLOR – BRANCH MANAGER (PAPUA NEW GUINEA) 
Craig is responsible for overseeing our business operations in Port Moresby 

Papua New Guinea. He brings a wealth of experience to Orbitz Elevators, 

previously working for various major Elevators companies both in Australia and 

around the world. Craig is a true elevator engineer gaining his Elevator 

qualifications in the UK and has an in-depth knowledge of Installation, fault diagnostics and 

commissioning. Craig joined Orbitz in 2015 and now takes pleasure of sharing his knowledge with his 

clients as well passing on his technical knowledge to Orbitz Elevator apprentices and technicians across 

Australia and Papua New Guinea.

JUSTIN LEE – MARKETING MANAGER 
Justin Lee has extensive academic knowledge completing a Certificate 4 in

Business, Diploma of Marketing, Diploma of Management, Bachelor in

Business Double Major in Marketing and Management. Justin was a member

of the Business Academic of Excellence at Griffith University and consistently

achieved high distinction grades. Justin produces unique and effective collateral reaching our

audience from multiple directions. His research skills are extremely advanced and he is quick to

identify target markets and appropriate communication channels playing a vital role towards the

growth and development of Orbitz Elevators.

SHEREE ROBINSON – SALES ADMINISTRATION SUPPORT OFFICER 
Sheree Robinson comes to Orbitz Elevators with over 21 years’ experience

working in sales administration & support with the last 5 years being in the

construction industry. Her experience includes implementing sales

administration systems to enable and provide high level customer services and

information channels. Sheree is passionate about customer service and loves being a part of the sales

process in her support and admin roles. Her attention details and full understanding of the sales

process has made her the perfect candidate to meet the Orbitz Elevators standard. Sheree will be

responsible for monitoring and enforcing the consistencies of our procedures in accordance to our

core values and competencies. This makes her a fine asset here at Orbitz Elevators as she will assist us

in achieving our vision “To Deliver the Orbitz Elevators Experience.
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DAWN ROBERTS – CUSTOMER RELATIONS
Dawn Roberts 26pecializes in customer satisfaction having run her own

cleaning business for the last 15 years and focusing on customer needs with

attention to detail. Dawn has previously worked with a major lift company in

New Zealand and Sydney within the Service Department making customer

satisfaction her main priority throughout her role. She is a self-driven professional who is passionate

about ensuring that her clients receive the Orbitz Experience driving long term sustainable customer

relationships.

GARRY HOLDEN– NATIONAL FINANCE MANAGER 
Garry Holden has extensive experience with financial practices having over 30

years’ experience within the industry. Gary has spent most of his career

working with the banking giant Westpac as a banking and finance specialist in

Commercial lending and Financial Services with his past two roles being a

Senior Relationship Manager and the Regional Manager for Westpac Financial Services Business

Banking. Having great success with Westpac, Garry perused his career and took on a new challenging

role with the Commonwealth Bank of Australia as the Executive Manager in Corporate Banking

covering the Gold Coast and Northern NSW for a further 5 more years. His wealth of knowledge

makes him a finance professional that will bring copious benefits to our company, clients and

customers which will ultimately help deliver the Orbitz Elevators Experience.

KRYSTIL RYAN – FINANCIAL CONTROLLER 
Krystil Ryan brings both a wealth of experience and knowledge to Orbitz

Elevators. With Masters degrees in both International Business Administration

and Professional Accounting in addition to other qualifications in accounting,

marketing and public relations, Krystil’s qualifications have supported an

extensive professional career in the financial and strategic management of a variety of businesses and

industries including civil construction, manufacturing, medical, retail, real estate, hospitality, and

financial services, including her own. Krystil is a Fellow of the Institute of Public Accountants and

registered tax agent.
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HAYLEY PEARSON – OFFICE MANAGER
Hayley is the office manager at Orbitz Elevators and works closely with all our

customers including contractors, suppliers and public users of the elevators

within our portfolio. Hayley has been fortunate throughout her 21-year career

to have experienced varied roles within administration, support and

management working here in Australia and overseas. Hayley has gained a wealth of knowledge and

experience within the elevator service, maintenance and installation industry along with experience in

roadside breakdown service centres giving Hayley the unique ability to multitask whilst speaking to

customers on the telephone when required. Over the last 4 years Hayley has worked closely with the

councils and governing bodies of Brisbane and Ipswich, fulfilling the obligations of various contracts by

updating all work orders and tasks on various intranet based computer systems.

SUE FERGUSON – ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANT 
Suzanne Ferguson has over 30 years’ experience working in administration and

accounts. She has worked in a variety of industries and has profound

knowledge in administration and the key responsibilities within her role.

Suzanne is driven by the desire to provide exceptional customer service and

providing her dependable support to our clients.

MICHAEL JOHNSON – CHAIRMAN OR THE ADVISORY BOARD
As the Chairman of the Advisory Board, Michael will help drive opportunity and

prosperous growth for Orbitz Elevators. Michael Johnson is a highly skilled

professional and former Federal MP in Australian Politics. He is well-known and

respected in many industries and will bring a wealth of knowledge to our

corporation. He was named in 2007 as a Young Global Leader (YGL) by the Geneva-based World

Economic Forum (WEF). He is Chairman of the Australia-China Business Forum and is a Member of the

Asia Society’s International Advisory Board and sits on the Australian Advisory Board.
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OUR CLIENTS
Our client portfolio continues to grow, we are proving our credibility within the industry and gaining 

the trust of well-known brands. Below are some of our valued clients from our portfolio.
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ORBITZ PORTFOLIO
Below are some of our well known maintenance and repair sites from our Orbitz portfolio.

SYNERGY BROADBEACH                     
BROADBEACH

Client:  SSKB STRATA MANAGEMENT

ST TROPEZ
newstead

Client:  SSKB STRATA MANAGEMENT

LAGUNA APARTMENTS
newstead

Client:  SSKB STRATA MANAGEMENT

AKIRA                                             
WOOLOONGABBA

Client:  STRATACARE

EDEN LANE APARTMENTS                                    
WOOLOONGABBA

Client:  STRATACARE

lexington                                    
WOOLOONGABBA

Client:  STRATACARE

KIPPA RING SHOPPING CENTRE                                               
KIPPA RING

Client:  QIC

THE VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTRE                                               
Hmt gravatt

Client:  QIC

BIG TOP shopping centre                                               
maroochydore

Client:  QIC
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QUAY WEST                                               
WEST BRISBANE

Client:  innovative lift consultants

rydges                                               
fortitude valley

Client:  rydges

citilink business centre                                               
bowen hills

Client:  sentinal property

promenade apartments                                               
hamilton

Client:  rubicon

the moroccan                                             
surpers paradise

Client:  challenge strata management

the beachfront viscount                                            
broadbeach

Client:  bccas

serene living                                               
tweed heads

Client:  serene living

princeton place                                              
new farm

Client: rubicon

roma street parklands                                               
fortitude valley

Client: archers

ronald mcdonald hpuse                                               
brisbane

Client: mcdonalds

ST helena                                               
KANGAROO POINT

Client:  PARK AVENUE STRATA MANAGEMENT

orion apartments                                              
coorparoo

Client:  PARK AVENUE STRATA MANAGEMENT
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COUNCIL CHAMBERS                                                
SOUTHPORT

Client:  GOLD COAST CITY COUNCIL

Excalibur house                                                   
SOUTHPORT

Client:  SSKB STRATA 

main beach tower                                               
main beach

Client:  CAPICORP PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

MUSE   
WEST END

Client:  RGD Group

ASTOR METROPOLE
SPRING HILL

Client:  GENERAL ESTATES CORPORATION

wheller gardens
chermside

Client:  wesley mission

THE CAPE                                               
VARSITY LAKES

Client:   Body Corporate of the cape

National Storage CARRARA                                               
Helensvale

Client:  NATIONAL STORAGE

GOLD COAST AQUATIC CENTRE
SOUTHPORT

Client:  GOLD COAST CITY COUNCIL

GOLD COAST ARTS CENTRE                                               
BUNDALL

Client:  GOLD COAST CITY COUNCIL

HELENSVALE LIBRARY                                               
HELENSVALE

Client:  GOLD COAST CITY COUNCIL

STRATTON ONE EIGHT TWO 
MANLY

Client:  NETWORK PACIFIC



BERKLEY ON BOWEN                                                              
BOWEL HILLS

Client:  STRATA 3 GROUP

FRANGIPANI APARTMENTS                                                     
PALM BEACH

Client:  BODY CORPORATE SERVICES

BERMUDA POINT                                                   
VARSITY LAKES

Client:  BODY CORPORATE SERVICES

HARD ROCK CAFÉ                                                               
SURFERS PARADISE

Client:  OWNER

LUSH APARTMENTS                                                      
Lutwyche

Client:  Rimfire Constructions

OPH tower 1                                                  
Port Moresby (PNG)

Client:  Lamana development

OPH tower 2                                                               
Port Moresby (PNG)

Client:  Lamana development

Revenue Haus                                                          
Port Moresby (PNG)

Client:  Nambawan super

Pacific place building                                                 
Port Moresby (PNG)

Client:  mrdc
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CLIENT TESTIMONIALS 
THE BREAKFREE MOROCCAN
 “The quality of service that Orbitz Elevators deliver to us here at The  

 Breakfree Moroccan is far superior than our previous service providers.  

 They had offered us flexible contract options which suited our business  

 needs and we feel we have received good value for money. Their level  

 of professionalism is outstanding, their staff are always well groomed, 

dressed appropriately and presentable in our resort. I have found they are very easy to deal with and are always 

friendly and approachable. We would definitely recommend Orbitz Elevators for anyone out there looking for a 

good service provider. A big thank you from The Breakfree Moroccan.”

FAHAD HAYAT (GENERAL MANAGER)
THE BREAKFREE MOROCCAN

SYNERGY BROADBEACH
 “In the last 25 years, I have dealt with numerous elevator service  

 providers and Orbitz Elevators has outstood them all! Their  

 responsiveness, communication and reliability has been the best I  

 have encountered. Our previous service providers were very difficult  

 to deal with, we found ourselves fighting for them and there was a 

huge lack of communication which is a vital necessity for us at Synergy Broadbeach. We found the Orbitz team be 

professional, knowledgeable and easy to work with. Our maintenance boys have formed strong relationships with 

Izaias in particular who has demonstrated outstanding work ethic. We highly recommend Orbitz Elevators! Thank 

you again from the team at Synergy Broadbeach.”

CRAIG PICONE (GENERAL MANAGER)
SYNERGY BROADBEACH

FRANGIPANI APARTMENTS
 “Thank you from all at Frangipani for the huge effort. We appreciate your concern for our  

 project and the outstanding job you have done in getting the lift up and running  

 immediately. All our residents are very appreciative and acknowledge the after-hours you  

 and your team have put in.”

DOMENICA DE PASQUALE (OWNER & DIRECTOR)
FRANGIPANI APARTMENTS
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THE RYDGES HOTEL FORTITUDE VALLEY
 “Working with Orbitz Elevators has truly been a pleasure and  

 we are extremely pleased with service they have provided us. What  

 stood out the most was their empathy and communication. Being  

 a busy hotel in the heart of Brisbane, it was very important that  

 we chose a contractor that could be flexible with site visit times 

 and could communicate with us effectively to minimise the impact at our 

resort when carrying out lift services. As hotel occupancy can fluctuate, having an elevator out of service whilst 

the building is at high occupancy can really affect the functionality of the hotel, leading to unhappy customers 

and effecting overall business. The communication and responsiveness from Orbitz Elevators was exactly what 

we were looking for, flexible, communicative and responsive. The staff are very professional and well-groomed 

during their visits, blending into our luxury hotel without a problem. We highly recommend Orbitz Elevators.”

DEAN NICHOLLS (ASSET MANAGER)
STORAGE KING HELENSVALE

BODY CORPORATE SERVICES
 “I was introduced to Orbitz Elevators through an associate who raved on about  

 her experience with Orbitz Elevators, and so I was eager to find out more.  

 Their level of professionalism and communication was outstanding! I was  

 provided with detailed project information which made it easy for me to send  

 to our body corporate committee. All staff were very helpful and friendly, and  

 we have had no issues or complaints. I found that Orbitz Elevators are a 

company of integrity who care about their customers and keep their promises. Thank you again to the Orbitz 

team for providing a pleasant experience and making my job easier!” 

JANIE MCNEILL (STRATA MANAGER)
BODY CORPORATE SERVICES

HARD ROCK CAFÉ SURFERS PARADISE
 “Orbitz Elevators has outperformed all previous elevator service providers  

 I have dealt with simply by just getting the job done. Our Elevator had been  

 out of order for the last 12 months and I was struggling to find repair quotes  

 within our budget. I found that most other elevator companies I had got in  

 contact with were inflexible and overpriced for what had needed to be  

 done. Orbitz Elevators knew exactly what needed to be fixed for the lift to 

be safely up and running again for our customers with a price within our budget. They provided us with flexible 

solutions which allowed us to finally get our lift up and running again. Their staff are very knowledgeable and 

friendly which makes dealing with them a breeze. “

MAURICE VAN TILBURG (GENERAL MANAGER)
HARD ROCK CAFÉ SURFERS PARADISE
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STORAGE KING HELENSVALE
 “Storage King Helensvale would like to thank Orbitz Elevators for all their  

 efforts and service with our much used Industrial Lifts. We have been open  

 now for 16 months with huge problems in the beginning with our lifts  

 breaking down which was an absolute nightmare for such a busy centre.  

 Orbitz took on a huge job of fixing all the problems and since  they have taken  

 over 2 months ago we haven’t had any concerns and actually the lifts are now 

running so smooth you can’t even tell they are moving. Once again, a huge thank you to Jon and his team, you 

have made our world so much easier here. We look forward to a long and successful business relationship with 

Orbitz Elevators.”

LEANNE ANDRIANI (GENERAL MANAGER)
STORAGE KING HELENSVALE 

GENERAL ESTATES CORPORATION
 “Orbitz carried out an efficient evaluation and reinstatement of [2 high-rise  

 elevators] in what we considered was a professional and economical exercise with  

 satisfactory results. Based upon that experience the maintenance of 2 further  

 commercial lifts have now been transferred to Orbitz with similarly satisfactory  

 results to date. We have also entered into arrangements with Orbitz for the  

 installation of 3 new lifts in different properties. We found the preparation of 

the drawings and material selections for these lift agreements to again be very professional and exact at prices 

considerably less than the nearest alternative quotation. We wish this group the best success in the future.”

PHILIP CHURVEN (OWNER & DIRECTOR) 
GENERAL ESTATES CORP

KEEPSAFE WESTERN AUSTRALIA
 “We were faced with a situation in that our elevators delivery were delayed and  

 handover had to take place. John and his team were outstanding working till late  

 hours and working through holiday periods to get the elevator installation completed.  

 Their workmanship was of a high calibre and that resulted us having the elevators  

 commissioned before handover.  Any technical issues were handled with immediate  

 feedback and professionalism.  

Definitely recommend Orbitz for any elevator installation.”

MIGUEL JARDIM (SITE MANAGER)
KEEPSAFE WESTERN AUSTRALIA
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BEECH CONSTRUCTIONS
 “Overall, we were really pleased with our experience with Orbitz  

 Elevators and the end result. The critical factor for us was the prompt  

 delivery of the lift to our site. As it turned out, Orbitz Elevators 

 excelled with this and the lift was delivered in a timely manner without 

any delays. The install of the product went smoothly without any hitches and we didn’t have any issues with 

any of their employees. For me, I was appreciative of the fact that there were a few hurdles caused by external 

parties such as the issue with the client’s electricity provider to which Orbitz Elevators made no fuss and got on 

with the job accordingly. We would definitely use Orbitz Elevators again. At the end of the day, the client has a 

product they are very happy with and it was installed in a timely manner.”

ANTONIO AVOLIO (PROJECT MANAGER)
BEECH CONSTRUCTIONS

ATG PROJECTS
 “As the foreman from ATG Projects, I got to deal directly with the technicians from  

 Orbitz Elevators who installed for me a unique lift. I am mostly impressed with the  

 quality and professionalism of Jon’s team, mainly due to the hurdles he had to  

 overcome to achieve completion. The existing lift shaft in the building had to be  

 structurally altered to make room for the new compliant lift from Orbitz Elevators.  

 Throughout the install, Jon and his team communicated well, worked safely and  

 efficiently around other trades and most importantly delivered me a product on 

time and to a standard that he should be very proud of. I wish to thank Jon and his team once again from Orbitz 

Elevators for delivering a product that was promised from the start.”

AARON WHITFIELD (PROJECT FOREMAN)
ATG PROJECTS

THE CAPE APARTMENTS
 “The Body Corporate of The Cape at Varsity Lakes had dealt with a large  

 well known lift firm for 10 years and our 3 lifts had nothing but problems,  

 breakdowns and the cost was exorbitant. After conducting a review of the  

 work for the last 7 years, we found the lifts had been poorly maintained  

 with their failure to service the lifts as contracted, yet they were quick to  

 attend the many call outs for totally unnecessary jobs. We terminated their 

contract and researched the best lift contractors on the Gold Coast. Don’t be fooled by the “Big 4” lift companies’ 

promises, as our extensive research found the very best in the business is Orbitz Elevators. Every member of their 

team has the technical skill, extensive knowledge plus the customer service that is lacking in many businesses. 

We are not their biggest client, but we feel valued and treated like their biggest. After personally dealing in the 

property industry and particularly with contractors for over 30 years, I can honestly say that Orbitz are one of the 

best I have dealt with and our complex’s lifts now rarely have an issue. Our committee has done the work to find 

the best and we highly recommend them to any future customers.“
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THE MUSE APARTMENTS
 “I was very pleased with my overall experience with Orbitz Elevators. The  

 fact that they are a local based business really made it convenient for us  

 knowing we had the Orbitz expertise and resources close by and enabled  

 quick on the spot decision making. They were also very flexible with their  

 contracts and we were able to use the elevators as builder’s lifts throughout 

 the project which really helped improve the efficiency and productivity of our 

project. Their staff are very professional and easy to deal with and I had no complaint’s what so ever from any of 

the site crew. Orbitz Elevators met all expectations and we were very pleased with the outcome. A big thank you 

to the team at Orbitz Elevators!”

PETER MCKENDRY (PROJECT MANAGER)
RGD CONSTRUCTION GROUP

42 EDWARD STREET (BRISBANE CITY)
 “Orbitz Elevators were very reliable and easy to deal with. There were no dramas  

 and the project went very smoothly. I’ve dealt with a couple other lift companies  

 in the past and I found that the Orbitz staff were very friendly and approachable.  

 They were very organised and had everything ready to go when needed and truly  

 stuck to their core value of professionalism. We really felt a sense of teamwork 

and collaboration with the Orbitz staff and we all worked together to get the job done efficiently. I haven’t come 

across many other lift companies that have collaborated as well as Orbitz Elevators has and it was a pleasure to 

work with them.”

ROD HOWARD (CONSTRUCTION MANAGER)
GENERAL ESTATES CORPORATION

STEEL STORAGE AUSTRALIA
 “Steel Storage Australia Pty Ltd have had the pleasure of being associated  

 with Orbitz Elevators through their expertise in the supply and installation  

 of goods/passenger lifts on two recent four level self-storage facilities. We 

have found Orbitz to be efficient, deliver on time and a company of integrity.”

PHIL DAVIES (DIRECTOR)
STEEL STORAGE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD



REFERENCE LIST
REFEREE POSITION CLIENT EMAIL PHONE

Mitchell Gallop Building Services Manager MGALLOP@goldcoast.qld.gov.au (07) 5582 8211

Janie McNeilL Strata Manager Janie.McNeiLl@bcssm.com.au (07) 5509 6666

Stephen Woods Operations Manager S.Woods@Kr.qic.com (07)  3360 3800 

Fahad Hayat General Manager Fahad.Hayat@breakfree.com.au 13 20 07

Phillip Churven Owner/Director gecltd@gmail.com (07) 3144 4000

Phil Davies Manager Design & Projects phil.davies@steelstorage.com.au (07) 3865 1600

Craig Picone General Manager craig@synergybroadbeach.com.au (07) 5628 0600

Please feel free to contact our referees for further feedback about our services.
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REFEREE POSITION CLIENT EMAIL PHONE
Domenica Delasquale Owner/Director domddp@gmail.com 0413 122 831

Warren Von Bibra Owner/Director warren@vonbibra.com.au 07 5512 4363

Leanne Adrianni General Manager helensvale@storageking.com.au (07) 5502 8888

Sean Bain Owner/Director shaunbain@kbhgroup.com.au 0412 996 031

Jonathan Driussi Facilities Manager J.Driussi@wmq.org.au (02) 9263 5555

REFEREE POSITION CONSULTANT EMAIL PHONE
Bryan Fulcher Owner/Director bfulcher@ilcpl.com.au 0417 784 245

John Nolan Owner/Director john@iconsultelevators.com.au +61 2 438 765 970

Rod Post Owner/Director rod@elevateconsultancy.com.au 02 9918 7718

Gary Watts Consultant garyw@arms.net.au (07) 3252 9709

Dave Fitzsimmons Consultant davef@arms.net.au (07) 3252 9709
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ORBITZ BRANCHES

GOLD COAST
a. 6 Goodyear Street, Southport QLD 4215
p. 1300 851 554 – 24 hour response
e. info@orbitzelevators.com.au

www.orbitzelevators.com.au

BRISBANE
a. Level 10/15 Green Square Cl, Fortitude Valley QLD 4006
p. 1300 851 554 – 24 hour response
e. info@orbitzelevators.com.au

www.orbitzelevators.com.au

SUNSHINE COAST
a. Suite 2 Elouera Tower, 81 Sixth Avenue,

Maroochydore QLD 4558
p. 1300 851 554 – 24 hour response
e. info@orbitzelevators.com.au
www.orbitzelevators.com.au

SYDNEY
a. To Be Confirmed

p. 1300 851 554 – 24 hour response
e. info@orbitzelevators.com.au
www.orbitzelevators.com.au

MELBOURNE
a. 832 High Street, Kew VIC 3102
p. 1300 851 554 – 24 hour response
e. info@orbitzelevators.com.au
www.orbitzelevators.com.au

PERTH
a. 5 McNeece Place, O’Connor WA 6163
p. 1300 851 554 – 24 hour response
e. info@orbitzelevators.com.au

www.orbitzelevators.com.au

PORT MORESBY (PAPUA NEW 
a.GUINEA)Section 225 Allotment 34 Kunai Street, Hohola

Port Moresby NCD 131
p. 1300 851 554 – 24 hour response
e. info@orbitzelevators.com.au
www.orbitzelevators.com.au


